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Description
Problem:
FAQs do not appear in the 'list FAQs page' tiki-list_faqs.php
"No records found."

This bug is visible with fresh install 8.3
or content upgraded from 6.6 to 8.3.
(feature work ok in 6.6)

Adding a new FAQ work (the new entry is seen in database with select * from tiki_faqs;)
but it will not display in the FAQs list either.

Looking at the PHP code, it seems it is a permission problem.

in tikilib.php
function list_faqs()
code below: //FIXME Perm:filter ?

By removing the test on permission :
if ($objperm'tiki_p_view_faqs' == 'y')
the FAQs do appear correctly.
It could be related with the 6.6->8.3 changes in user_lib.php function get_permissions() or the way FAQs permissions are retrieved with tikilib.php
$objperm = $this->get_perm_object($res['faqId'], 'faq', '', false);

They are quite a number of other //FIXME Perm:filter ? comments in the tikilib.php, so it is possible that this bug affects other features (or is already reported!)

Solution

Importance
9 high

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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Comments

Manuel Schneider 31 Jan 12 10:33 GMT-0000
I can confirm this bug in an installation upgraded from 7.2 to 8.3

Manuel Schneider 31 Jan 12 11:10 GMT-0000
function list_faqs($offset, $maxRecords, $sort_mode, $find) {
    global $user;
    ---
    foreach ( $result as $res ) {
        if ($this->user_has_perm_on_object($user, $res['faqId'], 'faq', 'tiki_p_view_faqs')) {
            if (($maxRecords == -1) || (($n>=$offset) && ($n < ($offset + $maxRecords)))) {
                $retids[] = $res['faqId'];
                $n++;
            }
        }
    }
}

Marc Laporte 08 May 12 19:04 GMT-0000

Can you Commit?

Thanks!

Peter H 08 May 12 20:35 GMT-0000

Why, is it that a programmer always assumes that the person who encounters a bug, is a programmer too?

1. I tried what was on the VIEW page... Did not work.
2. I replaced (on a lucky guess what had to be replaced) the part what was under the dashes... Did not work
3. Then I replaced the whole thing (including the dashes)... Did not work
4. Then I replaced the 1st part and the second part... Did not work.

Even worse: My whole tiki crashes.

Parse error: syntax error, unexpected T_PRIVATE in /home/ninanauk/public_html/kom-grepo.com/zipwiki/lib/tikilib.php on line 3896

5. Removed one { (which was on the next line. after deducting that after a { has to come an } and not another {

======

Patch applied, problem solved.

I only want to say....

Please!!!! Include in your next patch exactly what has to be replaced... what I mean, place also the original old code.

So that non-programmers don't need an hour and a half struggling in a text file what is like Chinese for them.

So... not a 5 star from me.
No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item4138-FAQ-won-t-list